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This account has so many names starting with P that I thought I was reading Peter Piper.  Here’s 
a partial list: 
• Blaise Pascal:  Philospher and mathematician 
• Florin Périer:  Pascal’s brother-in-law who ascended the Puy-de-Dôme 
• Pierre Petit:  Colleague who conducted experiments with Pascal in Rouen 
• Jacque Pierius:  Rouen philosopher who challenged Pascal’s conclusion about the vacuum 
• Pierre Guiffart:  Rouen physician who attended experiments and defended Pascal’s conclusion 

Page references: 
 D&E = Dear - DandE - Ch 7 .pdf 
 RS = Revolutionizing the Sciences 

1. The “Torricellian experiment”—first performed by Torricelli and others in Italy, then as 
described in this chapter by Pascal and others in France, and subsequently, using “air 
pumps”, by Robert Boyle in England and Christiaan Huygens in Holland—is the prototype of 
a scientific experiment.  Nevertheless, as we have seen, many empirical investigations had 
previously been carried out, especially in astronomy and optics.  Why, then, was it the 
Torricellian experiment that gained this iconic status? 

2. D&Ep180-182:  Be sure you understand what happened in the Torricellian experiment.  How 
is it connected to the fact that a suction pump won’t raise water more than about 32 feet?  
What was the difference between using water and mercury? 

3. D&Ep181-182:  In his Expériences nouvelles touchant la vide, Pascal presents eight 
“experiences”.  What form do these passages take?  What form do they notably not take?  
Why does Pascal employ the form he does? 

4. D&Ep182-183:  Pascal then gives seven “maxims”.  How do these maxims differ from what 
had generally been called maxims in the past? 

5. D&Ep183-184:  Pascal then restates the maxims, replacing the term “apparent void” with, 
simply, “void”.  He claims this move will be justified in a subsequent treatise (which was 
apparently never written).  Is Pascal here making a claim about the physical structure of the 
world?  Why would such a claim be controversial? 

6. D&Ep185-187:  Are Pascal’s mindset and discursive method, as exhibited in Expériences, 
closer to those of scholastic Aristotelianism or modern science? 

7. D&Ep187-189:  Valeriano Magni in Poland claimed to have been the first person to perform 
the “Torricellian” experiment (which he in fact was not).  Pierre Petit was credited with being 



the first to do it in France.  Both wrote accounts of their experience.  How did these accounts 
differ from those provided by Pascal?  Why? 

8. D&Ep189:  Dear’s reference to Latour and Woolgar—which may be too brief to be 
comprehensible without some background knowledge—is a bit of a throw-away point, not 
essential to the main line of thought.  If there is time and interest in class, we can explore the 
idea of splitting and inversion:  “the laboratory results on the basis of which an entity is 
postulated change status to become effects of that entity once the latter is accepted as real.” 

9. D&Ep193-195:  The idea of experimenting with a void within a void is clear enough to me, 
but I cannot see how the device illustrated in Figure 5 worked.  Can you? 

10. D&Ep198:  Pascal/Périer’s experiment on the Puy-de-Dôme mountain involved a control 
condition.    What was it?  Is this the first occurrence of such an arrangement that we have 
encountered?  Why is a control condition important when doing an experiment? 

11. D&Ep197-199:  Périer’s letter, which Pascal quoted in his pamphlet Récit de la grande 
expérience de l’equilibre des liqueurs, is a circumstantial, first-person account of an actual 
event that occurred on a specified date.  What use did Pascal make of that account in his 
pamphlet?  Note Dear’s concluding comment:  “A remarkable and eagerly awaited historical 
exploit has thus turned, in the space of a paragraph, into an easily acquired, routine 
philosophical experience. The ascent of the Puy-de-Dome had served its purpose.” 

12. D&Ep201:  Dear reiterates his main point one last time at the conclusion of Section IV:  
“Pascal, having got the result he wanted, promptly established the requisite philosophical 
foundations not on a historical report, but on universal experience. The difference, between a 
narration and a piece of science, was well understood by all concerned.” 

13. D&Ep206-209:  “Boyle’s Law” holds that the pressure of a gas is inversely related to its 
volume.  Robert Boyle published this finding in 1662.  In 1676, Edme Mariotte discovered 
and published the same result (it is sometimes called the Boyle-Mariotte Law).  But the two 
scientists’ accounts were strikingly different.  How so?  What does this difference have to do 
with Boyle’s 1666 criticism of Pascal’s 1663 (posthumous) publication (see p200-201) about 
barometric pressure?  Why was Mariotte and Pascal’s approach so different from Boyle’s? 

14. RSp131:  Dear refers to Figure 7.2 on page 132 of Revolutionizing the Sciences as though it 
illustrated the device that Périer carried up the Puy-de-Dôme, but it is not.  In Discipline and 
Experience, he describes the same illustration as though the device was used in the void-
within-the-void experiment (see question 9 above).  What did this mystery object really 
show? 

15. RSp131:  Dear writes, “the tradition of mathematical sciences [especially astronomy] 
practiced by seventeenth-century Europeans involved them by its very nature in questions 
concerning the validation of artificially generated experience—that is, experience that was 
not generally known.  What was the significance of this from the perspective of 
contemporaries?  From our perspective as intellectual historians? 



16. RSp132-134:  What two “central difficulties” were raised by these experimental procedures, 
and why?  How did astronomers and others address these difficulties/


